At times, you may need to make changes to name, date of birth, or gender. MIT Medical takes downloads from multiple places to form our database. These pieces of information cannot be updated at MIT Medical and need to be updated at the original source.

If you need to make any of these changes, please contact the appropriate office listed below.

- **MIT Office of the Registrar**  
  MIT Student  
  617-253-6406  
  Bldg 5-119

- **MIT HR Benefits**  
  benefits@mit.edu  
  617-253-6151  
  Spouse or dependent of MIT employee  
  MIT retiree or spouse or dependent  
  Lincoln Lab retiree or spouse or dependent  
  Spouse or dependent of Postdoc on Traditional Healthplan

- **MIT Health Plan Office**  
  stuplans@med.mit.edu  
  617-253-4371  
  E23, 3rd Floor  
  Spouse or dependent of an MIT student or affiliate

- **MIT HR Payroll**  
  payroll@mit.edu  
  617-253-4255  
  MIT campus employee  
  Postdoc on Traditional or Choice Healthplan  
  Affiliate on Affiliate Healthplan

- **Lincoln Lab Benefits Office**  
  781-981-7055  
  Lincoln Lab employee, spouse or dependent (includes Kajalein)

- **Draper HR**  
  617-258-4466  
  Draper employee, retiree, spouse or dependent

- **Whitehead HR**  
  617-258-5000  
  Whitehead employee, retiree, spouse or dependent

- **Broad HR**  
  617-714-8179  
  Broad employee, retiree, spouse or dependent